Press Release
Pylones Hellas & HPE presented the new cloud experience of Greenlake
Athens, Greece – 21 July, 2019 – The virtual round table entitled: "HPE Greenlake: The new
cloud experience" was successfully completed, an initiative organized by Pylones Hellas in
collaboration with Hewlett Packard Enterprise.
In the virtual event, Greenlake Digital Round Table, presented the new business model
which is expected to change the way companies thinking the IT infrastructure. The event
was attended by IT managers, IT administrators, CFOs and executives from companies and
organizations that aim to adopt innovative features of the HPE Greenlake cloud. In this
context showcased features that cover services such as container management, machine
learning functions, VMs, storage, data protection and networking(edge). These services help
companies transform and modernize their applications and data. The new era for cloud
services has arrived, setting new levels of speed and flexibility thanks to the efficiency of ITas-a-service.
Ms. Katerina Nassou, Pointnext Business Manager, from HPE alongside with experienced
executives of Pylones Hellas presented the way in which a company is able to innovate and
accelerate its transformation, trusting the services of Cloud HPE Greenlake. HPE GreenLake
cloud services also provide businesses with an extremely advantageous financial model,
saving on the costs of returning data from public cloud to on-premise. The flexible HPE
GreenLake as-a-service model and cost analysis tools allow those who use this solution to
control their spending, thereby improving their Cash Flow and freeing up funds for
investments that provide higher returns and a competitive advantage.
About Pylones Hellas
Pylones Hellas, member of the Cypriot group P.M.Tseriotis Ltd, is active for more than 20
years in the field of digital technologies and internet security. The company combines the
services of both IT systems integrator and IT security integrator, consisting a pioneer IT
provider for the Greek market. Based on three significant pillars Security, Optimization and
High Availability, Pylones Hellas provides cutting-edge technology solutions, on any scale, in
multiple demanding sectors such as Telecommunications, Hotels, Financial institutions and
companies that base their business on the Internet, while continuing updating its
customers' Information Technology Infrastructure, to provide, in turn, a high level of digital
services to their customers. Strategic partners of Pylones Hellas are F5 Networks, HPE, IBM
and Microsoft offering numerous solutions in areas such as security, wired and wireless
networks, storage, business critical systems, datacenters and cloud.
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